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GMT Establishment

❖Recent Progress

- KIPO explained the vision of GMT and new proposal (Jan. 2019, GDTF)

- KIPO established the drafted GMT for 90 companies and proposed officially 

to review it and participate in GMT (Apr. 2019)

- KIPO collected GMT data from IP5 Offices and shared the result (May 2019)

❖ The result of establishing GMT and additional issue

- A total of 58 companies requested participation in GMT

- IP5 Heads of Offices approved GMT to be opened to the public via IP5 

website and KIPO requested it to EPO (Jun. 2019)
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Vision of GMT

❖ Object / Vision

- Recommend that an applicant use the same applicant name in submitting 

documents to the IP5 offices

❖ Benefits

- Simply handle ANS related task without extra work burden

- Prevent errors caused by translation or typo

- Establish the guidance for applicant name and address

❖ Possibility of expansion to other IP5 tasks

- Inter-office Document Sharing can be implemented based on GMT (WG2) 

- Basic data for Global Assignment (WG3)
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Vision of GMT: Issues and FAQ

❖ Legal Binding

- GMT doesn’t have any legal binding force

- There will be no changes in each office’s legacy data

- Applicants can use the preferred name and address for each application in the 

same way as before.

❖ Unification of applicant name and address

- Affiliates can use different applicant name and address independently in process 

of fulfilling GMT (Samsung electronics, Samsung SDS, Samsung display…)
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KIPO’s requests

❖Given the low participation of IP5 Industries in GMT, KIPO has a question as 

to whether they have high demand and intension

❖ If there is high demand and intension, KIPO would like to know the reasons 

or obstacles for the low participation even though it is made clear that GMT 

has no legal restrictions

❖KIPO would like to request IP5 Offices and Industries opinion on GMT at 

GDTF meeting 2021, centering on the willingness and obstacles to 

participate in GMT

❖ In addition, KIPO would like to ask for IP5 Industries to join to GMT officially 

by the end of March 2021
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Thank you!


